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The batch distillation process has existed for many centuries. It is perhaps the oldest technology for separating or
purifying liquid mixtures and is the most frequently used separation method in batch processes. In the last 25 years, with
continuous development of faster computers and sophisticated numerical methods, there have been many published
works using detailed mathematical models with rigorous physical property calculations and advanced optimisation
techniques to address several important issues, such as selection of column configurations, design, operation, off-cut
recycling, use of batch distillation in reactive and extractive modes, etc.Batch Distillation: Design and Operation presents
excellent, important contributions of many researchers from around the globe, including those of the author and his coworkers./a
Completely rewritten to enhance clarity, this third edition provides engineers with a strong understanding of the field. With
the help of an additional co–author, the text presents new information on bioseparations throughout the chapters. A new
chapter on mechanical separations covers settling, filtration, and centrifugation, including mechanical separations in
biotechnology and cell lysis. Boxes help highlight fundamental equations. Numerous new examples and exercises are
integrated throughout as well. In addition, frequent references are made to the software products and simulators that will
help engineers find the solutions they need.
Numerical analysis provides the theoretical foundation for the numerical algorithms we rely on to solve a multitude of
computational problems in science. Based on a successful course at Oxford University, this book covers a wide range of
such problems ranging from the approximation of functions and integrals to the approximate solution of algebraic,
transcendental, differential and integral equations. Throughout the book, particular attention is paid to the essential
qualities of a numerical algorithm - stability, accuracy, reliability and efficiency. The authors go further than simply
providing recipes for solving computational problems. They carefully analyse the reasons why methods might fail to give
accurate answers, or why one method might return an answer in seconds while another would take billions of years. This
book is ideal as a text for students in the second year of a university mathematics course. It combines practicality
regarding applications with consistently high standards of rigour.
This volume in the Coulson and Richardson series in chemical engineering contains full worked solutions to the problems
posed in volume 1. Whilst the main volume contains illustrative worked examples throughout the text, this book contains
answers to the more challenging questions posed at the end of each chapter of the main text. These questions are of
both a standard and non-standard nature, and so will prove to be of interest to both academic staff teaching courses in
this area and to the keen student. Chemical engineers in industry who are looking for a standard solution to a real-life
problem will also find the book of considerable interest. * An invaluable source of information for the student studying the
material contained in Chemical Engineering Volume 1 * A helpful method of learning - answers are explained in full
This supplement includes the end-of-chapter problems from the main text, detailed solution sets, and an extra section of
similar problems for grad students to study.
Table of ContentsPart I: Product And Process Invention - Heuristics And AnalysisPart II: Detailed Process Synthesis Algorithmic MethodsPart III: Detailed Design, Equipment Sizing,And Optimization - Configured Product DesignPart IV:
Plantwide Controllability AssessmentPart V: Design Report
Uses a large number of industrially-significant problems to convey an in-depth understanding of modern calculation
procedures. Includes numerous topical examples and problems, and both conventional and SI units.
Addresses the use of rigorous multicomponent mass transfer models for the simulation and design of process equipment. Deals with the
basic equations of diffusion in multicomponent systems. Describes various models and estimations of rates of mass and energy transfer.
Covers applications of multicomponent mass transfer models to process design. Includes appendices providing necessary mathematical
background. Contains a large number of numerical examples worked out in detail.
The revised edition of Modern Digital Electronics focuses on rigorous coverage of design and analysis of complex digital circuits and systems
through enhanced elucidation of Sequential Logic Design, PLDs, Memories and VHDL implementation codes. Begins with the fundamental
concepts of digital electronics, it covers digital design using VHDL supported by plethora of examples.
A quantitative yet accessible introduction to remote sensing techniques, this new edition covers a broad spectrum of Earth science
applications.
Accompanied by CD-ROM: Simulation of process flowsheets.
Chemical separations are of central importance in many areas of environmental science, whether it is the clean up of polluted water or soil,
the treatment of discharge streams from chemical processes, or modification of a specific process to decrease its environmental impact. This
book is an introduction to chemical separations, focusing on their use in environmental applications. The authors first discuss the general
aspects of separation technology as a unit operation. They also describe how property differences are used to generate separations, the use
of separating agents, and the selection criteria for particular separation techniques. The general approach for each technology is to present
the chemical and/or physical basis for the process and explain how to evaluate it for design and analysis. The book contains many worked
examples and homework problems. It is an ideal textbook for undergraduate and graduate students taking courses on environmental
separations or environmental engineering.
A brand new book, FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS makes the abstract subject of chemical
engineering thermodynamics more accessible to undergraduate students. The subject is presented through a problem-solving inductive (from
specific to general) learning approach, written in a conversational and approachable manner. Suitable for either a one-semester course or
two-semester sequence in the subject, this book covers thermodynamics in a complete and mathematically rigorous manner, with an
emphasis on solving practical engineering problems. The approach taken stresses problem-solving, and draws from best practice
engineering teaching strategies. FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING THERMODYNAMICS uses examples to frame the
importance of the material. Each topic begins with a motivational example that is investigated in context to that topic. This framing of the
material is helpful to all readers, particularly to global learners who require big picture insights, and hands-on learners who struggle with
abstractions. Each worked example is fully annotated with sketches and comments on the thought process behind the solved problems.
Common errors are presented and explained. Extensive margin notes add to the book accessibility as well as presenting opportunities for
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investigation. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Chapters include: "Income distribution and welfare programs", "State and local government expenditures" and "Health economics and private
health insurance".

The fourth edition enhanced eBook update of Product and Process Design Principles contains many new resources and
supplements including new videos, quiz questions with answer-specific feedback, and real-world case studies to support
student comprehension. Product and Process Design Principles covers material for process design courses in the
chemical engineering curriculum—demonstrating how process design and product design are interlinked and their
importance for modern applications. Presenting a systematic approach, this fully-updated new edition describes modern
strategies for the design of chemical products and processes. The text presents two parallel tracks—product design and
process design—which enables instructors to easily show how product designs lead to new chemical processes and,
alternatively, teach product design as separate course. Divided into five parts, the fourth edition begins with a broad
introduction to product design followed by a comprehensive introduction to process synthesis and analysis. Succeeding
chapters cover the products and processes of design synthesis, design analysis, and design reports. The final part of the
book presents ten case studies which look at product and process designs such as for Vitamin C tablets, conductive ink
for printed electronics, and home hemodialysis devices. Effective pedagogical tools are thoroughly and consistently
implemented throughout the text.
This best selling text prepares students to formulate and solve material and energy balances in chemical process
systems and lays the foundation for subsequent courses in chemical engineering. The text provides a realistic,
informative, and positive introduction to the practice of chemical engineering. The Integrated Media Edition update
provides a stronger link between the text, media supplements, and new student workbook.
This textbook is targetted to undergraduate students in chemical engineering, chemical technology, and biochemical
engineering for courses in mass transfer, separation processes, transport processes, and unit operations. The principles
of mass transfer, both diffusional and convective have been comprehensively discussed. The application of these
principles to separation processes is explained. The more common separation processes used in the chemical industries
are individually described in separate chapters. The book also provides a good understanding of the construction, the
operating principles, and the selection criteria of separation equipment. Recent developments in equipment have been
included as far as possible. The procedure of equipment design and sizing has been illustrated by simple examples. An
overview of different applications and aspects of membrane separation has also been provided. ‘Humidification and
water cooling’, necessary in every process indus-try, is also described. Finally, elementary principles of ‘unsteady state
diffusion’ and mass transfer accompanied by a chemical reaction are covered. SALIENT FEATURES : • A balanced
coverage of theoretical principles and applications. • Important recent developments in mass transfer equipment and
practice are included. • A large number of solved problems of varying levels of complexities showing the applications of
the theory are included. • Many end-chapter exercises. • Chapter-wise multiple choice questions. • An Instructors
manual for the teachers.
Focused on the undergraduate audience, Chemical Reaction Engineering provides students with complete coverage of
the fundamentals, including in-depth coverage of chemical kinetics. By introducing heterogeneous chemistry early in the
book, the text gives students the knowledge they need to solve real chemistry and industrial problems. An emphasis on
problem-solving and numerical techniques ensures students learn and practice the skills they will need later on, whether
for industry or graduate work.
Comprehensive and practical guide to the selection and design of a wide range of chemical process equipment.
Emphasis is placed on real-world process design and performance of equipment. Provides examples of successful
applications, with numerous drawings, graphs, and tables to show the functioning and performance of the equipment.
Equipment rating forms and manufacturers' questionnaires are collected to illustrate the data essential to process design.
Includes a chapter on equipment cost and addresses economic concerns. * Practical guide to the selection and design of
a wide range of chemical process equipment. Examples of successful, real-world applications are provided. * Fully
revised and updated with valuable shortcut methods, rules of thumb, and equipment rating forms and manufacturers'
questionnaires have been collected to demonstrate the design process. Many line drawings, graphs, and tables illustrate
performance data. * Chapter 19 has been expanded to cover new information on membrane separation. Approximately
100 worked examples are included. End of chapter references also are provided.
Appropriate for one-year transport phenomena (also called transport processes) and separation processes course. First
semester covers fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer; second semester covers separation process principles
(includes unit operations). The title of this Fourth Edition has been changed from Transport Processes and Unit
Operations to Transport Processes and Separation Process Principles (Includes Unit Operations). This was done
because the term Unit Operations has been largely superseded by the term Separation Processes which better reflects
the present modern nomenclature being used. The main objectives and the format of the Fourth Edition remain the same.
The sections on momentum transfer have been greatly expanded, especially in the sections on fluidized beds, flow
meters, mixing, and non-Newtonian fluids. Material has been added to the chapter on mass transfer. The chapters on
absorption, distillation, and liquid-liquid extraction have also been enlarged. More new material has been added to the
sections on ion exchange and crystallization. The chapter on membrane separation processes has been greatly
expanded especially for gas-membrane theory.
Principles of Water Treatment has been developed from the best selling reference work Water Treatment, 3rd edition by
the same author team. It maintains the same quality writing, illustrations, and worked examples as the larger book, but in
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a smaller format which focuses on the treatment processes and not on the design of the facilities.
One of the most important subjects for any student of engineering or materials to master is the behaviour of materials and structures under
load. The way in which they react to applied forces, the deflections resulting and the stresses and strains set up in the bodies concerned are
all vital considerations when designing a mechanical component such that it will not fail under predicted load during its service lifetime.
Building upon the fundamentals established in the introductory volume Mechanics of Materials 1, this book extends the scope of material
covered into more complex areas such as unsymmetrical bending, loading and deflection of struts, rings, discs, cylinders plates, diaphragms
and thin walled sections. There is a new treatment of the Finite Element Method of analysis, and more advanced topics such as contact and
residual stresses, stress concentrations, fatigue, creep and fracture are also covered. Each chapter contains a summary of the essential
formulae which are developed in the chapter, and a large number of worked examples which progress in level of difficulty as the principles
are enlarged upon. In addition, each chapter concludes with an extensive selection of problems for solution by the student, mostly
examination questions from professional and academic bodies, which are graded according to difficulty and furnished with answers at the
end.
Surveys the selection, design, and operation of most of the industrially important separation processes. Discusses the underlying principles
on which the processes are based, and provides illustrative examples of the use of the processes in a modern context. Features thorough
treatment of newer separation processes based on membranes, adsorption, chromatography, ion exchange, and chemical complexation.
Includes a review of historically important separation processes such as distillation, absorption, extraction, leaching, and crystallization and
considers these techniques in light of recent developments affecting them.
A practical, step-by-step guide to total systems management Systems Engineering Management, Fifth Edition is a practical guide to the tools
and methodologies used in the field. Using a "total systems management" approach, this book covers everything from initial establishment to
system retirement, including design and development, testing, production, operations, maintenance, and support. This new edition has been
fully updated to reflect the latest tools and best practices, and includes rich discussion on computer-based modeling and hardware and
software systems integration. New case studies illustrate real-world application on both large- and small-scale systems in a variety of
industries, and the companion website provides access to bonus case studies and helpful review checklists. The provided instructor's manual
eases classroom integration, and updated end-of-chapter questions help reinforce the material. The challenges faced by system engineers
are candidly addressed, with full guidance toward the tools they use daily to reduce costs and increase efficiency. System Engineering
Management integrates industrial engineering, project management, and leadership skills into a unique emerging field. This book unifies
these different skill sets into a single step-by-step approach that produces a well-rounded systems engineering management framework.
Learn the total systems lifecycle with real-world applications Explore cutting edge design methods and technology Integrate software and
hardware systems for total SEM Learn the critical IT principles that lead to robust systems Successful systems engineering managers must
be capable of leading teams to produce systems that are robust, high-quality, supportable, cost effective, and responsive. Skilled,
knowledgeable professionals are in demand across engineering fields, but also in industries as diverse as healthcare and communications.
Systems Engineering Management, Fifth Edition provides practical, invaluable guidance for a nuanced field.
The Definitive, Fully Updated Guide to Separation Process Engineering–Now with a Thorough Introduction to Mass Transfer Analysis
Separation Process Engineering, Third Edition, is the most comprehensive, accessible guide available on modern separation processes and
the fundamentals of mass transfer. Phillip C. Wankat teaches each key concept through detailed, realistic examples using real data–including
up-to-date simulation practice and new spreadsheet-based exercises. Wankat thoroughly covers each of today's leading approaches,
including flash, column, and batch distillation; exact calculations and shortcut methods for multicomponent distillation; staged and packed
column design; absorption; stripping; and more. In this edition, he also presents the latest design methods for liquid-liquid extraction. This
edition contains the most detailed coverage available of membrane separations and of sorption separations (adsorption, chromatography,
and ion exchange). Updated with new techniques and references throughout, Separation Process Engineering, Third Edition, also contains
more than 300 new homework problems, each tested in the author's Purdue University classes. Coverage includes Modular, up-to-date
process simulation examples and homework problems, based on Aspen Plus and easily adaptable to any simulator Extensive new coverage
of mass transfer and diffusion, including both Fickian and Maxwell-Stefan approaches Detailed discussions of liquid-liquid extraction,
including McCabe-Thiele, triangle and computer simulation analyses; mixer-settler design; Karr columns; and related mass transfer analyses
Thorough introductions to adsorption, chromatography, and ion exchange–designed to prepare students for advanced work in these areas
Complete coverage of membrane separations, including gas permeation, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration, pervaporation, and key applications
A full chapter on economics and energy conservation in distillation Excel spreadsheets offering additional practice with problems in
distillation, diffusion, mass transfer, and membrane separation
Market_Desc: Engineers and Students of Engineering Special Features: · Provides new problems that produce forces as functions of time
and that integrate to project trajectories for particles and rigid bodies.· Presents new Statics sample problems in frames and machines,
methods of joints for simple trusses, 2D moment calculations, and moments and couples.· Adopts the 'time order of occurrence' display of
key equations: work-energy, conservation of energy, and impulse-momentum.· Includes new Dynamics sample problems in angular impulse
and momentum, graphing the path or a particle, polar coordinates, and more.· Continues to offer comprehensive coverage of drawing free
body diagrams. About The Book: Over the past 50 years, Meriam & Kraige's Engineering Mechanics has established a highly respected
tradition of excellence. Readers turn to this book because of its emphasis on accuracy, rigor, clarity, and applications. The new sixth edition
continues this tradition while also improving the accessibility of the material. The explanations of concepts are now easier to understand and
more worked examples have been incorporated throughout the pages.
A staple in any chemical engineering curriculum New edition has a stronger emphasis on membrane separations, chromatography and other
adsorptive processes, ion exchange Discusses many developing topics in more depth in mass transfer operations, especially in the biological
engineering area Covers in more detail phase equilibrium since distillation calculations are completely dependent on this principle Integrates
computational software and problems using Mathcad Features 25-30 problems per chapter
This 3rd edition provides chemical engineers with process control techniques that are used in practice while offering detailed mathematical
analysis. Numerous examples and simulations are used to illustrate key theoretical concepts. New exercises are integrated throughout
several chapters to reinforce concepts.

Market_Desc: · Chemical Engineers · Students of Engineering Special Features: · A new section on Dimensions and Units to
facilitate the use of the SI, AE, and CGS systems, which permeate applications to separation processes.· Increased emphasis on
the many ways used to express the composition of chemical mixtures.· New material on the thermodynamics of difficult mixtures,
including electrolytes, polymer solutions, and mixtures of light gases and polar organic compounds.· New sections on the hybrid
systems and membrane cascades.· New section on optimal control as a third mode of operation for batch distillation.· New
discussion on concentration polarization and fouling. About The Book: Updated to reflect advances in the field, the second edition
of this highly respected text examines rate-based and equilibrium-based approaches to separation operations. It describes the
fundamentals of all separation operations of commercial interest, and includes theory and application examples in each chapter,
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as well as over 600 exercises.
The computing world today is in the middle of a revolution: mobile clients and cloud computing have emerged as the dominant
paradigms driving programming and hardware innovation today. The Fifth Edition of Computer Architecture focuses on this
dramatic shift, exploring the ways in which software and technology in the cloud are accessed by cell phones, tablets, laptops, and
other mobile computing devices. Each chapter includes two real-world examples, one mobile and one datacenter, to illustrate this
revolutionary change. Updated to cover the mobile computing revolution Emphasizes the two most important topics in architecture
today: memory hierarchy and parallelism in all its forms. Develops common themes throughout each chapter: power, performance,
cost, dependability, protection, programming models, and emerging trends ("What's Next") Includes three review appendices in the
printed text. Additional reference appendices are available online. Includes updated Case Studies and completely new exercises.
This book provides a comprehensive treatment of carbon emissions pinch analysis (CEPA), covering the fundamentals as well as
more advanced variants based on mathematical programming. A significant portion of the book is dedicated to case studies that
provide a range of examples to demonstrate how CEPA can be applied to practical energy planning problems. Selected chapters
also include electronic supplements (e.g., spreadsheet templates and software code) to aid the reader in applying these methods
to new sets of data. This book is ideal for academic researchers and graduate students interested in carbon-constrained energy
planning models and applications. This book: Provides essential information on CEPA and mathematical programming Gives
illustrative examples and case studies drawn from contemporary climatic issues Covers state-of-the-art methodological
developments Applications in various countries Offers additional support through supplementary spreadsheet templates and
software code
This book introduces the fundamental principles of the mass transfer phenomenon and its diverse applications in process industry.
It covers the full spectrum of techniques for chemical separations and extraction. Beginning with molecular diffusion in gases,
liquids and solids within a single phase, the mechanism of inter-phase mass transfer is explained with the help of several theories.
The separation operations are explained comprehensively in two distinct ways—stage-wise contact and continuous differential
contact. The primary design requirements of gas–liquid equipment are discussed. The book provides a detailed discussion on all
individual gas–liquid, liquid–liquid, solid–gas, and solid–liquid separation processes. The students are also exposed to the
underlying principles of the membrane-based separation processes. The book is replete with real applications of separation
processes and equipment. Problems are worked out in each chapter. Besides, problems with answers, short questions, multiple
choice questions with answers are given at the end of each chapter. The text is intended for a course on mass transfer, transport
and separation processes prescribed for the undergraduate and postgraduate students of chemical engineering.
Part II covers applications in greater detail. The three transport phenomena--heat, mass, and momentum transfer--are treated in
depth through simultaneous (or parallel) developments.
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